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Abst rac t - -Many  optimization procedures presume the availability of an initial approximation i the 
neighborhood of a local or global optimum. Unfortunately, finding a set of good starting conditions 
is itself a nontrivial proposition. Our previous papers [1,2] describe procedures that use simple and 
recurrent associative memories to identify approximate solutions to closely related linear programs. 
In this paper, we compare the performance of a recurrent associative memory to that of a feed- 
forward neural network trained with the same data. The neural network's performance is much less 
promising than that of the associative memory. Modest infeasibillties exist in the estimated solutions 
provided by the associative memory, but the basic variables defining the optimal solutions to the 
linear programs are readily apparent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our research focuses on fundamental operations research formulations germane to urban form, 
structure, and activities. OR techniques are extremely valuable planning tools, and improved 
solution algorithms (optimal or heuristic) have considerable bearing on urban planning research. 
Many of these formulations are discrete or otherwise nonlinear. Nonlinear optimization techniques 
consistently require good starting conditions, usually in the form of good feasible solutions. Gra- 
dient search and other numerical analysis procedures perform well in the neighborhood ofa local 
optimum, but how does an investigator locate the right neighborhood? Even for quadratically 
or cubically convergent iterative methods, starting conditions often have to be within 10 to 20 
percent of the target, or these procedures will diverge [3]. 
Even in the convenient case of a linear program, finding aninitial feasible solution has routinely 
proved as difficult as finding the program's global optimum. Identifying ood, infeasible starting 
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conditions for linear programming problems is an important area of research, because such an 
effective crash procedure can significantly reduce the computational burden of locating an initial 
feasible solution. 
Our work is motivated by the desire to find an inexpensive procedure for identifying good 
starting conditions, feasible or otherwise, for constrained optimization problems relevant o the 
urban environment. The experiments described below use competing procedures to estimate the 
optimal solutions for a population of transportation linear programs. We have previously used 
simple and recurrent associative memories to address problems in this class [1,2]. In this paper, 
we compare this procedure to the application of a neural network trained with the same data. The 
recurrent associative memory is not only the simpler of the two alternatives, but it generalizes with 
much less error than the neural network. We are presently applying both associative memories 
and neural networks to more difficult constrained optimization problems, particularly applications 
involving the determination of equilibrium flows in congested transportation networks. 
2. VECTOR MAPP ING 
Associative memories and neural networks both address the pair-association problem. Does 
there exist an associative memory M [4] or a neural network N [5-8] that will always map a 
finite set of arbitrarily selected stimulus vectors to the corresponding set of response vectors? 
The stimulus-response notion is crucial: For each of K training cases, let the stimulus vector Sk 
of dimension p x 1, and the response vector rk of dimension q x 1, be specified. 
2.1. Associative Memories 
In the case of a simple associative memory, the objective is to determine an associative memory 
matrix M* of dimension p x q, so that M**Sk will equal rk as nearly as possible for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  K.  
Following Kohonen [4], we take this to mean that if we form the stimulus matrix S, whose k th 
column is Sk, and the response matrix R, whose k th column is rk, then the matrix M* is to be 
determined by minimizing the L2 norm of the difference matrix P~ - M * S, 
M* = arg min M rl PL - M • SH 2. (1) 
Clearly, minimizing the L2 norm minimizes mean square error. The solution to this problem is 
M* = t t  • S +, (2) 
where S +, dimension K x p, is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the rectangular matrix 
S. Codes for calculating this generalized inverse are available in standard software packages uch 
as SPEAKEASY and MATLAB. 
Experience shows that this very simple procedure performs surprisingly well, but can be sub- 
stantially improved by extending the dimension of the stimulus vector to include quadratic or 
other nonlinear combinations of the stimulus elements [1,9,10]. Extending the dimension of Sk in- 
creases the dimension of M*. A larger associative memory matrix can encode more information, 
and one would never expect extending the stimulus vectors to degrade test response stimates. 
However, there is a trade-off between the computational cost of identifying M* and the benefits 
accruing from using polynomial versions of the stimulus vectors. Our experiences indicate that, 
as the systems being modeled become more complex, the computational trade-off favors shorter 
stimulus vectors. 
2.2. Neural Networks 
For the sake of comparison and to help direct further research, we also addressed the same 
pair-association problem by back-propagating errors to determine the connective strengths for 
a Rumelhart [7,8] feed-forward neural network. Though more sophisticated than an associative 
memory, a feed-forward neural network is still a relatively simple neural structure. In such a 
network, hidden layers of artificial neurons use thresholding operations to simulate the learning 
and distributed processing behavior of biological neurons. Such artificial neural networks are 
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trained by iteratively adjusting coefficients defining the connective strengths between eurons 
in different layers until a representation f the relationships connecting stimulus and response 
vectors have been encoded. The archetype for a simple, nonrecurrent eural network with one 
hidden layer appears in Figure 1. 
The S-shaped curves imposed on the network's processing neurons represent a nonlinear trans- 
formation of the inputs into outputs by each neuron's activation function. For example, if zi j ,t  
is the signal passed from unit i in layer j to unit k in layer j + 1, then the activation function 
relates the output of unit k to the weighted sum of the inputs, 
f EWid,k xi,j,k) Xk'J+l'l -- ( i • " (3) 
Activation functions f(*) are typically logistic, tangent hyperbolic, or Cauchy functions. The 
nonlinearity of cascaded activation functions provides multi-layer artifical neural networks with 
the capacity to encode, via an appropriate combination of weights, functions that are only non- 
linearly separable, or nonconvex. A more complete discussion of supervised learning, activation 
functions, and algorithms used to determine connective strengths between eurons can be found 
in a number of different sources. The monographs by Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams [7] and 
Hopfield and Tank [6] are particularly relevant. A more comprehensive survey is available in 
Wasserman [11]. 
Artificial neural networks have been the subject of considerable r search during the past five 
years, much of which incorporates myriad variations on a few themes. Consequently, it is possible 
to specify much more complicated neural network configurations than the network shown in 
Figure 1. Unfortunately, most of the attributes of these networks are not well understood. 
Feed-forward networks are nonrecurrent [11] because outputs do not feed back to inputs and 
are known to be unconditionally stable. In contrast, recurrent ne works are characterized by 
feed backs, which makes recurrent networks dynamic. Because a trajectory of network outputs is 
available from a single input, recurrent networks have considerable potential for data compression 
and pattern recognition [4,11]. For example, Kosko's Bidirectional Associative Memory [12] is a 
recurrent network structure that recognizes patterns by using estimated outputs to refine inputs, 
and then feeding back the refined inputs to improve the estimated outputs. 
Unfortunately, recurrent networks may also be unstable. A sufficient but not a necessary 
condition for recurrent network stability has been defined by Cohen and Grossberg [13]. How- 
ever, this condition is narrow, and the outputs of a recurrent neural network cannot generally 
be assumed to converge. Consequently, this research relies on a nonrecurrent eural network 
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configuration, though our associative memory applications incorporate concepts associated with 
recurrent neural network structure. 
Kolmogorov's [14,15] proof that "every continuous function of an arbitrarily large number of 
variables can be represented in the form of a finite superposition of continuous functions of not 
more than three variables" has been employed as a proof that three-layer feed forward neural 
networks can approximate (in terms of least squares) any continuous mapping based only on 
an example of the mapping. However, even in the case of a simple Rumelhart network, it is 
not possible to know in advance just how many hidden units and layers will suffice to capture 
the relationships of interest, though Minsky and Papert [16] demonstrated that perceptrons 
(single layer, feed-forward neural networks) could not simulate linearly inseparable functions uch 
as the exclusive-or. Moreover, obtaining the connective strengths for a feed-forward network 
is a nonlinear optimization problem for which convergence is not always assured [11]. Back 
propagation algorithms [7] are necessarily convergent only if the training adjustments made in 
connective strengths are infinitely small. This assumption is not operationally feasible, and 
training paralysis is a documented possibility when using back propagation procedures to optimize 
connective strengths. Simulated annealing [11] can be used to escape the local optima associated 
with paralysis; but like most general techniques, this is a computationally expensive approach. 
2.3. Transportation Linear Programs 
For four decades, linear programming has held a pre-eminent position in economics and op- 
erations research. This is principally due to the utility of Dantzig's simplex method [17] and 
its extensions. Among the basic linear programming formulations, the transportation problem 
occupies a prominent position. This problem requires the determination of an optimal shipping 
schedule, Xij, from source i to sink j such that the cost function 
Z = ~ ~ elj e Xij 
i j 
is minimized, subject o the constraints 
~"~Xij <_ ai, i = 1,2, ... ,m, 
J 
~--~ Xij _> bj, j = 1,2,... ,n, 
i 
Xij>_O, i= l ,2 , . . . ,m;  j= l ,2 ,  .. . .  n. 
For consistency, it is further assumed that 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
i j 
which assures that supplies are exactly adequate to meet demands. A significant aspect of this 
problem is the sensitivity of the optimal shipping schedules to variations in the configuration of 
supplies and demands. 
Pure network problems are particularly appropriate representations of the pair-association 
problem. Network problems are unimodular, and representative formulations can be restricted to 
integer inputs and outputs with no loss of generality. The coefficients in network constraints form 
a sparse matrix of ones and zeroes that is fixed for any network configuration. Most transportation 
planning problems involve determining network performance in response to changes in the demand 
for service, possibly as part of a larger search for optimal supply alternatives. Even if link 
costs vary with path flows, or origin-destination flows are not substitutable, flow optimization 
problems are essentially vector mapping problems if the physical configuration of the network is 
fixed. Given a network, a vector of origin-destination requirements and/or link cost parameters 
completely defines the formulation. The optimal solution is a vector of link or path flows. Further, 
transportation linear programs can be solved in polynomial time. Solutions can be generated 
inexpensively, and supervised learning procedures are simple to employ. 
. ,  = hi, (s) 
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3. A LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPLICATION: RECURRENT 
ASSOCIATIVE MEMORIES AND NEURAL NETWORKS 
The application described below treats the supply and demand vectors for a narrowly defined 
population of transportation li ear programs as stimulus vectors. Corresponding response vectors 
are defined by optimal flows and objective function values. The matrices R and S are identified 
for a representative s t of training cases. Completely identifying each training case involves 
solving a transportation linear program. 
3.1. Defining a Population f Related Transportation Linear Programs 
The population of linear programs all have the following form. Minimize 
Z = cn * Xu  + cn * X1s + c13 • X13 + c21 * Xsl + cn * X2s + css * Xs3 (9) 
subject o 
Xn+ Xn+ Xls 
Xn+ 
Xls+ 
Xis+ 
Xll, X12, X13, 
_< al, (10) 
Xsl+ X22+ Xs3 < as, (11) 
X21 ~ bl, (12) 
X22 _> b2, (13) 
X23 > b3, (14) 
X21, X22, X23 k 0. (15) 
The graph for this formulation appears in Figure 2. Even for such a small network, large numbers 
of training cases can be generated by permuting coefficients in the objective function and/or right 
hand side. In this case, we set 
supply = E ai total 
i 
and fixed c the vector of objective function 
= E bj = total demand = 6, (16) 
J 
coefficients at 
cn = 1, (17) 
cn = 2, (18) 
c13 = 3, (19) 
c21 = 4, (20) 
c2s = 5, (21) 
c23 = 6. (22) 
As noted above, a stimulus vector is defined to be the right hand side of the constraint set 
al 
as 
Sk = bl , (23)  
b2 
b3 
and the associated response vector is taken to be the optimal set of transportation flows extended 
by the optimal value of the objective function Z 
Xn 
X12 
X13 
rk = X21 (24) 
X22 
X23 
Z 
In this case, permuting feasible integer values for the right hand side generates a population of 
196 stimulus-response pairs. Any n-subset of these paired stimulus and response vectors defines 
the respective columns of the training matrices $5×, and Rzx,. The remaining 196-n problems 
constitute test cases not included in the training set. 
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supply = a I 
supply = a 2 
Sources Sinks 
~ demand =b 1 
demand = b 2 
c 2 ~  demand = b3 
Figure 2. A simple transportation network. 
3.2. Selecting a Training Set 
How to select a representative training set in this context is not clear, though Kohonen [4] 
suggests that, in the ease of an associative memory, stimulus vectors should be selected in a 
way that maximizes their mutual orthogonality. Because the generalized inverses used to define 
associative memories are computationally much less expensive to evaluate than the connective 
weights of a neural network, we used the estimates It* provided by different simple associative 
memories to compare the utility of alternative training sets. It is possible that this criterion 
identifies a class of training sets that is much more appropriate for computing an associative 
memory matrix than for training a neural network. In particular, one approach may require 
more training information than the other. If both perform comparably using training data 
identified by comparing estimates from associative memories, the next logical step would be to 
reduce the size of the training set used to calibrate the neural network to determine how little 
training information is needed. If the neural network outperforms the associative memory, this 
is evidence that feed-forward neural networks are less dependent on training information than 
associative memories. If the associative memory out performs the neural network, it may be that 
the network's performance was degraded by the choice of training set. 
A random sampling procedure was used to generate training sets of incrementally different 
sizes, and M* and It* were computed in each case. Three results are apparent. 
• First, the root mean square (RMS) error measure associated with It* attenuates rapidly 
as the number of training cases used to determine M* increases. 
• Second, there is an obvious lower bound on these RMS values. 
• And third, certain classes of training vectors are consistently associated with lower ttMS 
measures than others. In particular, those training sets that span the full range of values 
that each vector element might take on produced the best training estimates It*. This is 
consistent with Kohonen's [4] observations concerning orthogonality. 
Based on these conclusions, a representative training set of 23 stimulus-response pairs was iden- 
tified. The corresponding matrices S and I t  appear in Appendix I. 
3.3. Recurrent Associative Memories 
If negative numbers are always rounded to zero, then rounding the estimated elements of the 
training and test response vectors to the nearest integer value produces one of four outcomes: 
• the optimal basis and solution are correctly identified; 
• the optimal basis is correctly identified but some numerical values are incorrect; 
• the optimal basis is not correctly identified because some nonbasic variables have been 
rounded to positive values, but no basic variables have been rounded to zero; and 
• the optimal basis is not correctly identified beeanse some nonbasic variables have been 
rounded to positive values, and some basic variables have been rounded to zero. 
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In either of the center circumstances, the optimal solution can be obtained by solving a new, 
simpler linear program in which all of the nonbasic variables are constrained to zero. The last 
outcome is much more problematic, because variables in the optimal basis have been incorrectly 
identified as nonbasic. 
M* • Sk provides urprisingly good estimates of rk [1,10], but there are avenues for improve- 
ment [2,3,18]. In particular, training and test case RMS can be substantially reduced by in- 
terpreting recurrent neural network structure in the context of Kohonen's associative memory 
matrix. This extension is summarized by the flowcharts in Figures 3 and 4. An initial associative 
memory matrix M* is obtained as before. Training stimulus vectors are subsequently extended 
by appending nonlinear transformations f ( . )  of the estimated training response vectors, and a 
recurrent associative memory matrix M** is computed based on the extended training stimulus 
matrix S. Test stimuli Sk are initialized by appending nonlinear transformations of the estimated 
response vectors r*k = M* • Sk. The definition of the test stimulus vectors sk is updated to 
the extended version, and new test response stimates r**k are computed as the product of the 
recurrent memory matrix M °* and the extended test stimuli Sk. These response stimates r**k 
are improved versions of the response information used to extend sk. 
It is important that f(*)  be nonlinear. Appending linear transformations of the response 
estimates to the stimulus vectors affords no improvement in the response stimates R**. Conse- 
quently, the elements of the 23 estimated training response vectors were subjected to a number 
of simple nonlinear transformations. In all cases, extending the stimulus vector with a nonlinear 
transformation of the estimated response vector substantially improves the performance of the 
associative memory matrix. The hyperbolic tangent ransformation demonstrates the best per- 
formance among the nonlinear transformations we tested. This produces a recurrent associative 
memory matrix M** of dimension 7 x 11. 
This extension is a generalization of Poggio's [9] procedure that incorporates the feedback 
characteristic of recurrent neural networks. Extending the stimulus vectors with nonlinear com- 
binations of each vector's original elements increases the linear independence of the training 
stimuli. Under Poggio's approach, each stimulus vector is extended by nonlinear transformations 
f ( . )  of itself, or by an identity transformation of the stimuli's binomial or other polynomial ex- 
pansion. The recurrent approach is similar, but each training stimulus vector is extended by a 
nonlinear transformation of terms consisting of lin.ear combinations of the vector's elements, 
= m;p.,p  = l : rqk" G"  (25) 
p p k 
The terms in Equation (25) can be interpreted more meaningfully by referring to the definition 
of the generalized inverse. If S is any g x h real matrix of rank r, g > h > r, then the singular 
value decomposition of S is 
T (26) S = dl w lvT  + ' "+ dr WrVr , 
where 
dl >_ d2 >_ . . .  dr > O. (27) 
1 i f i  = j, dim(w/) = g > h > r. (28) 
w T wj = 0 otherwise. 
1 dim(v,) = > r. 
if i=  J, 
v T vj = 0 otherwise. 
h (29) 
S + = di "~v lw T+. . .+d7 lv rw T. (30) 
If the stimulus vectors are assumed to be linearly independent, then S is of full rank h, and 
S + ~- S T • (S • sT)  -1,  (31) 
in which case 
M*=R,S  +=R*S T*(S,ST) -I=(K -1,Zrk*sk T)*(K -1*Zrk'skT) -I 
k k 
= Corr*(rs)  • [Corr*(ss)] - I ,  (32) 
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Figure 3. Algorithm for computing a recurrent associative memory matr ix (training). 
where Corr*(rs) and Corr*(ss) are estimates of unknown correlation matrices Corr(rs) and 
Corr(ss). Equation (25) can be rewritten as 
r*,, = X~ ~*qP" sp, -- X~ ~ Corr*(rs)qf. [Corr* (ss)]~-,~. 8p,. 
P P p' 
(33) 
The coefficient of spk is large when the estimated correlation coefficients between the qth element 
of rk and the elements of sk are large, and small when the pth element of the vector Sk tends to 
move closely with other elements of Sk. The recurrent extension defines coefficients that decrease 
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the linear dependence between the training stimuli by aligning the projections of these vectors 
more closely with the corresponding response vectors. 
Scatterplots of the recurrent training and testing estimates versus the corresponding optimal 
flows appear in Figures 5 and 6. The variance in the optimal link flows accounts for 99.0 percent 
of the variance observed in the training estimates. For the recurrent test estimates, the corre- 
sponding value is 95.0 percent. Prior to rounding, the RMS measure for the training terms Xij 
is 0.171, a reduction of 83.0 percent relative to the nonrecurrent case, and test case RMS is 0.303, 
a reduction of 58.1 percent. 
Rounding results for the recurrent and nonrecurrent exercises are summarized in Table 1. 
The optimal solution is identified by rounding in 78.6 percent of the recurrent test cases, versus 
only 20.2 percent of the nonrecurrent test cases. One or more basic variables is rounded to zero 
in only 5.8 percent of the recurrent test cases, versus 17.3 percent of the nonrecurrent test cases. 
CN41~22:lI-F 
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Figure 6. Recurrent associative memory estimates of optimal lnk flows for a testing 
population cormisting of 173 linear programs. 
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Table 1. Rounding results: Recurrent and nonrecurrent associative memories. 
Rounding Identifies the 
Optimal Solution 
Rounding Identifies the 
Optima] Ba~ 
Rounding Produces 
Positive Nonbasic 
Variables 
Rounding Produces 
Zero-Valued Basic 
Variables 
Nonrecttrre~t estimates M* *Sk ffi rk* 
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23 Tr~ag Vectors 
0 0 20 3 
173 Test Vectors 
35 11 97 30 
Recurrent estimates NI** • S k ---- rk** 
23 Training Vectors 
22 1 0 0 
173 Test Vectors 
136 I0 17 I0 
The nonlinear transformation f the estimated response vector is making a useful contribution 
that extends beyond mere dimensionality. 
These estimates of optimal ink flows are potentially useful in a number of contexts, but the 
most promising aspect of he results is that estimates ofthe optimal value of the objective function 
include no error greater than machine round off error. This was true in every case, for both 
recurrent and nonrecurrent associative memories. Knowledge of the optimal value of the objective 
function reduces a primal inear program to a completely identified system of simultaneous linear 
equations. Even imperfect knowledge of the optimal value of the objective function would permit 
the size of the feasible region to be substantially reduced by addition of a cutting plane in the 
(feasible) neighborhood of the optimum. The computational implications of this result may be 
substantial, particularly if combined with knowledge of a feasible or almost feasible basis. 
8.4. Neural Networks 
To further generalize the quality of these results, we compared the estimates generated by the 
recurrent associative memory to the training and test outputs from a feed-forward neural network 
trained on the original set of 23 stimulus and response vectors. A  noted above, it is not possible 
to know in advance just how many hidden units and layers will suffice for the class of problems 
at hand. However, the linear programs under examination are small. Experience indicates that, 
if the training set is sufficiently small, a three-layer feed forward neural network with as many 
neurons in the hidden layer as in the input and output layers combined can be trained to good 
tolerances at reasonable computational expense, even if there is complete interconnection between 
layers. 
The neural network trained to map origin/destination requirements tooptimal transportation 
flows appears in Figure 7. In this case, the activation functions arelogit functions, and a trainable 
bias has been added to each processing unit. This permits the origin of the activation function 
to be offset, adding a degree of freedom intended to speed convergence of the training algorithm. 
This network was specified and trained using GENESIS [19], a backpropagation algorithm coded 
by Neural Systems in the C programming language. The network trained to within five percent 
response vector tolerance in less than two hours on a microcomputer with an INTEL 80386 
microprocessor and an 80387 math coprocessor. The connective weights appears in Appendix 2. 
The estimated values of the training and test response vectors rk are summarized in Figures 8 
through 11. 
Though the neural network was trained to a level sufficient to ensure that training estimates 
comparable to the training outputs generated by the recurrent associative memory, the testing 
performance ofthe neural network is clearly inferior in this case. There is substantial covariation 
between the outputs of the neural network and the optimal test flows, but this covariance is not 
sufficient o distinguish the neural network an attractive estimator of these values. The neural 
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Figure 7. A three layer, feed-forward neural network trained to map transportation 
linear programming inputs to outputs. 
network provided considerably better estimates of the optimal value of Z, the linear objective 
function, but even this performance is dominated by the near perfect estimates of Z provided by 
the simple and recurrent associative memories. 
There are number of competing explanations why the neural network performed relatively 
poorly in this case. 
• As noted in Section 3.2., the training set was selected by comparing the performance of 
simple associative memories, not neural networks. This procedure may have produced 
training vectors that are much more appropriate for producing associative memory esti- 
mates than for training neural networks. Still, since both procedures produce heuristic 
vector mappings, one expects any training set that is representative in one context would 
be reasonably representative in the other. 
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Figure 9, Neural network training estimates of the optimal value of the linear pro- 
granunlng objective function. 
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• The training set may be representative, but it may be too small for the neural network to
generalize completely in the sense of least square estimates. 
• The neural network may be too small. The hidden layer may include too few neurons, or 
more layers may be required. 
• The relationship between the linear programming inputs and outputs is so nonlinear as to 
constitute a discontinuous vector function. Koimogorov's [14,15] neural network theorem 
applies to continuous functions, and may not be consistent with this example. Still, three 
layer, feed-forward neural networks can be trained to simulate the exclusive-or relation- 
ship [11]. This is a discrete problem, and one would not usually expect mere discreteness 
to preclude generalization by the neural network. 
3.5. An Eztension to Quadratic Programming 
Given that the neural network's performance might be constrained by the discreteness of 
unimodular problems, the original transportation linear program was converted to a smooth, 
quadratic programming problem by admitting congestion effects and redefining the objective 
function coefficients to be increasing linear functions of flow. 
where 
E E • = E E 
i j i j 
(34)  
C11(-~11) = .Xl l  + 6, (35) 
c12(X12) = 2 • X12 + 5, (36) 
C13(X13 ) -" 3 " X13 "I" 4, (37) 
c21(X21) = 4 * X21 Jr 3, (38) 
c22(x22) = 5 • x22 + 2, (39) 
c23(x2~) = 6 • x28 + 1. (40) 
Thus, the average cost of traversing any network link increases with the flow on the link. 
Quadratic programming problems are smooth, convex optimization problems, but they are not 
unimodular. Integer inputs do not constrain the outputs to integer values. 
Further, the procedure for identifying training sets was divorced from the performance of 
associative memories. Rather than relying on a training set that produces good estimates R ' ,  we 
used only the most accessible solutions as training inputs. Six quadratic programs can be solved 
by quickest inspection, the six for which any 
a, = 6, (41) 
and any 
bj = 6. (42) 
Each such problem has only one feasible solution involving exactly one nonzero flow. 
Taking these six vector pairs as a training set defines 190 test cases. The recurrent associative 
memory estimates for the 190 test cases are summarized in Figures 12 and 13. Despite the small 
training set, performance is comparable to the linear case. The estimated test flows account for 
almost 94 percent of the variance in the optimal ink flows. Unfortunately, no neural network 
comparison could be completed. Connective weights for the neural network described in Figure 7 
could not be calibrated with the same computing resources used in the linear case. While the LP 
training results in Figure 8 could be achieved in under two hours, the corresponding neural net- 
work for the quadratic data trained for over 100 hours without approaching stopping conditions. 
Progress was made with neither the original nor the reduced training sets. 
The failure of the neural network to simulate quadratic programming inputs and outputs is 
discouraging. Quadratic programming problems are more difficult to solve than linear programs, 
and the prospect of using feed-forward calculations to good intitial estimates of the optimal 
solutions to nonlinear programming problems is very inviting. Unfortunately, experience reveals 
that the small network represented in Figure 7 is almost certainly too small to generalize in this 
case. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
It might reasonably be argued that since neural networks represent one of the most general 
heuristic procedures available, they are most reasonably applied when the true relationships be- 
tween inputs and outputs cannot be characterized by analytical means. If so, neural networks 
do not make appropriate benchmarks for other heuristics. They are an adaptive learning proce- 
dure of last resort. Still, the inventory of optimal algorithms available to the operations research 
profession is small. Many OR problems, particularly in the areas of transportation planning, 
network management, and network design are nonconvex, NP-complete, or NP-hard. Heuristic 
procedures have an important role in any context in which the analytics of routine problems are 
intractable. 
The importance of finding good initial estimates for convergent algorithms is self-evident. So 
long as convergent procedures diverge from starting conditions outside of convenient neighbor- 
hoods, formalizing the analysis used to locate the appropriate neighborhood is of great interest. 
The formalizations offered by techniques such as neural networks and associative memories offer 
a means of standardizing much of the engineering judgment called for by numerical analysis. 
This broader contribution of these heuristics include a number of benefits pecific to operations 
research, particularly involving the identification of good infeasible solutions for constrained op- 
timization problems. In the case of linear programming, an associative memory matrix might 
logically be used to generate a good infeasible or feasible solution, substantially reducing the 
number of iterations required to complete phases one or two of the simplex algorithm. Even if 
feasibility cannot be ensured, the numerical results to date indicate that associate memories can 
inexpensively provide large numbers of excellent crash bases [20]. Even more important, simple 
associative memories produce near perfect estimates of the optimal value of the linear program- 
ming objective function. If the optimal value of the objective function is known with certainty, 
there is no need to execute Phase II of the simplex algorithm. If the feasible region includes only 
one point, Phase I will identify the optimal solution. 
Executing the transportation simplex algorithm is computationaUy less intensive than the 
revised simplex procedure used to solve more general inear programs. We have not eombina- 
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torialized a comparison between the transportation simplex algorithm and the matrix operation 
M** • Sk, but conclude on i spection that the computational savings associated with mere ma- 
trix multiplication is considerable. The crucial point is that the associative memory matrix M** 
successfully encodes the nonlinear mapping of linear programming inputs to linear programming 
outputs. 
Kohonen's [21] learning vector quantizer is a sophisticated associative memory that consis- 
tently outperformed various neural network configurations applied to difficult pattern classifica- 
tion problems. However, the domain of Kohonen's tatistical exercise is very different from that 
of network optimization problems. Nomenclature not withstanding, the mapping between linear 
programming inputs and outputs is highly nonlinear. Associative memories address the pair- 
association problem by use of linear transformations. Neural networks use nonlinear functions to 
encode nonlinear mappings. Consequently, we fully expected the neural network to outperform 
the recurrent associative memory matrix. In this case, it clearly does not, and our best train- 
ing efforts have not altered this outcome. Consequently, this research effort raises a number of 
important questions. The more important include the following. 
• How many training cases are required to obtain good estimates of the optimal value of the 
objective function? 
• What is the best use of this objective function information in the context of the simplex 
algorithm? 
• Should information about the dual formulation be included in the stimulus and response 
vectors, or would this be redundant? Because linear programs have simple duals, one 
expects that training cases defined by manipulating coefficients in the objective function 
would perform as well as training cases defined by manipulating the right hand side. 
• Can noisy stimulus vectors be used? If noise is present in new stimulus vectors, should 
it appear in training vectors? Recurrent associative memories have g nerated very good 
approximate solutions to other types of deterministic problems [22], but computational 
experience with empirical time series indicates recurrent associative memories may be 
particularly sensitive to noise [23]. 
• Can different objective functions be accommodated in the same training set? 
• How accurate is the response vector estimated for a new stimulus vector if that stimulus 
includes values outside the range of the training cases? That is, is it possible to evaluate 
training estimates without enumerating the training population? Recent work by Kalaba 
88 J.E. MOORE, II et aL 
and Udwadia [18] indicates adaptive training procedures can be defined for associative 
memories. 
• What is the appropriate role of generalized inverses in constrained optimization? 
The computational results provided by recurrent associative memories are systematic enough 
to warrant pursuing more general results. Research is underway at the University of Southern 
California to better define the class of constrained optimization problems for which associettive 
memories and other applications of generalized inverses provide useful solution estimates. 
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APPENDIX  I I  
Bias and Connective Strengths for a Neural Network with T~el~e Units in the Hidden La~er 
HIDDEN LAYER 
INPUT 
LAYER UNIT 1 
UNIT 1 3.1622 
UNIT 2 .4.77O8 
UNIT 3 -1.8132 
UNIT 4 -0.3614 
UNIT 5 0.4347 
BIAS -1.3303 
UNIT 2 UNIT 3 UNIT 4 UNIT 5 UNIT 6 UNIT 7 
-4.4413 -2.5912 -4.8216 2.4234 5.7630 -1.8885 
5.4459 -0.7213 2.7595 -5.7638 -5.2413 -0.3480 
3.8419 -6,1908 -4.0378 -1.8703 0.4313 5.4645 
-2.7917 3.8877 -2.6639 2.3598 0.0146 -6.4694 
-0.3869 -0.4790 4.7386 -3.7819 3.0333 -0.9653 
-0.2405 -3.0999 -2.3025 -3.4630 1.4134 -2.6301 
HIDDEN LAYER 
INPUT 
LAYER UNIT 8 
UNIT 1 -0.5787 
UNIT 2 -0.1811 
UNIT 3 -2.1965 
UNIT 4 -3.3651 
UNIT 5 3.9475 
BIAS -1.4246 
UNIT 9 UNIT I0 UNIT I I  UNIT 12 
1,7256 -3.3981 .4.8304 -12,4161 
-2.6371 1.6011 4.0343 6.8186 
2.6569 1.0874 -4.6352 -10.7803 
2.0170 -5.3409 -1.5141 2.0942 
-6.7013 1.9219 4,6515 3.3025 
-0.9457 -2.2086 -0.3208 -5.3578 
OUTPUT LAYER 
HIDDEN 
LAYER UNIT 1 
UNIT 1 -3,1921 
UNIT 2 -5.4872 
UNIT 3 -0.6223 
UNIT 4 -2,O983 
UNIT 5 .4,9501 
UNIT 6 -0.2393 
UNIT 7 3,6803 
UNIT 8 -1.7107 
UNIT 9 4.7497 
UNIT I0 -1.5078 
UNIT I I  -2.9301 
UNIT 12 -2,3469 
BIAS -0.6758 
UNIT 2 UNIT 3 UNIT 4 UNIT 5 UNIT 6 UNIT 7 
0.6991 0.6486 -3,0722 -2.1648 -1.5458 -1.5949 
0.9889 -0.1111 0.1623 -0.8320 2.0914 -0.3074 
-0.4750 0.4521 0.1533 0.3920 -1.4449 5.7972 
-2.5677 0.1751 -1.9313 -4.7526 6.9022 4.1129 
5.2414 -0,3906 -1.9316 -1,3380 -1.7060 -0.3217 
1,9831 0,1008 -1.9894 1.6176 -6,8243 -2.7962 
-3,9850 -0.1744 0.5448 -2,4213 -8.9174 -2,4423 
-2.5359 2,9750 -1.4749 -2,6777 2.9931 0.8265 
-1.7063 -2.7051 -2.5163 -7.1250 0.9164 -1.0227 
-1.3825 -2.8393 3.7105 -3.2298 1.3724 0,6705 
-3.2734 -0.6770 -5.7627 3.5658 2.1516 -1,0743 
-2.4281 -4.7150 1,2325 4.2914 -9.3878 -3.8241 
-2.4587 -0.3978 1.9719 -2.2094 -0.3764 3.1337 
